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Social Media is no longer 
just a place you go… it’s a 
thing you do
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SOCIAL IS BUILT ON TWO KEY PREMISES 

HOMOPHILY

SOCIAL PROOF 



A new trust framework is emerging, fuelled by social, economic and 
technological forces that will profoundly change not just how we are trusted 
in the world, but how we view trust in the world.

POWERED BY PEOPLE



Social media landscape in Ireland

Source: GlobalWebIndex 2021

8.8
Social accounts

1.56
Hrs Daily on social 

90% on mobile 

72% on laptop / pc 



Irish Reach on social platforms 
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Facebook still remains a strong 
reach platform, 

Seeing real growth in newer 
platforms such as TikTok, 
Instagram & Pinterest

Whatsapp still leads in most used 
messenger platform

Source: GlobalWebIndex 2020



WHY DO PEOPLE GO ON SOCIAL CHANNELS 

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70

Supporting / connecting with good causes

Following celebrities or influencers

Watching live streams (e.g. events, shows, etc)

Posting about your life (e.g. food, pets,…

Making new contacts

Work-related networking / research

Seeing updates / content from your favorite…

Watching / following sports

Sharing / discussing opinions with others

Finding like-minded communities / interest…

Finding products to purchase

Avoiding missing out on things

Finding inspiration for things (e.g. places to…

Finding content (e.g. articles, shows, videos,…

Seeing what's trending / what's being talked…

Reading news stories

Filling spare time

Keeping in touch with friends / family

Reasons for using Social Media 

People are going on social media to be connect, find information 
or be entertained

Brands have a place, more people follow brands they like than 
actors / bloggers or sports stars

Perfect place for product discovery
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New platforms emerged to inspire creativity 



3 key Themes pushing growth.. 

Live Community Peer to peer 



COUPLED WITH ECOMMERCE
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In 2020 Facebook launched Shops, 
allowing businesses to build an online 
store and sell things directly across 
Facebook’s family of apps, including 
Facebook and Instagram.

Twitter is also testing new ecommerce 
features trying to enable sales within the 
platform

TikTok has have also outlined three new 
eCommerce integrations
Popular users can share links and earn 
commission
Catalog showcase for brands 
Livestreamed shopping 



Social plays a key role across entire purchase journey 

32%  
Discover new 

brands on social 

23%  
Visited a brands 

social network page  

37%  
When actively 

looking for info on 
brands  

17%  
Clicked on a 

promoted / spons
post  

Source: GlobalWebIndex 2020



GYM PLUS COFFEE



4 Key areas of concentration when planning your social 
campaign 

OBJECTIVE CREATIVE PLATFORM AUDIENCE 



1. OBJECTIVE SETTING

Metric
Performance 

indicator*
Detail Typical Formats

Awareness/Reach • Impressions (CPM)

Impressions relates to how 
many eyes have seen the 
ad whereas reach is a 
unique number of users

• Video Link Ad, Story 
Polls, Carousel Ads

Traffic/ 
Engagement/
Video View

• Clicks (CPC/CTR)
• Engagements 

(CPE/ER)
• Views (CPV/VTR)

The engagement tactics 
are utilised to drive user 
participation and click 
through, visits to site

• Video link ads, 
Instant Experiences

Conversion • Saels (CPA)
Optimising towards users to 
reach the end of the funnel 
– complete application

• Image link ads

Awareness

Conversion



2.  AUDIENCE: Techniques used to pinpoint our communities 

Audience Detail Example Platforms

Interest based
Reach more users by including the things that interest 
them, such as hobbies and favourite entertainment

Users with interests 
sustainable clothing

• Facebook/Instagram
• Snapchat 
• Twitter
• LinkedIn
• Tik Tok

Keywords, 
Conversation

Conversation: Targeting based on the conversations 
they're participating. 

Keywords: reach people based on keywords in their 
search queries, recent Tweets, and Tweets they 
recently engaged with

A user who engaged with a 
sustainable clothing 
conversation 
A user who tweeted or 
interacted with a tweet with 
the keyword ‘Fast fashion

• Twitter

Engagers

Any videos we run in ads or that sit on the organic social 
pages, we can target users who watched them and 
serve them with ads. We can also retarget users who 
follow a page.

Those who watched  video 
or visited our site we can 
retarget them with another 
ad with different messaging

• Facebook/Instagram
• Snapchat
• Twitter

Lookalikes
Create lookalikes of users who visited the site or 
completed a desired goal

A lookalike of users who 
bought our product or 
engaged with an ad

• Facebook/Instagram
• Snapchat
• Twitter



ADVANCED TARGETING GIVES US THE ABILITY TO SOPHISTICATELY 
TARGET OUR CUSTOMERS

1. Existing Customers 
(CRM) 3. WEBSITE 

BEHAVIOUR (PIXEL)
2. Lookalike (CRM, 
PIXEL, Page likes, APP)



3. PLATFORMS

Facebook 
1. Sharing / Discussing opinions with others
2. Posting about your life  
3. Supporting / connecting good causes

1. Following celebs / influencers
2. Posting about your life  
3. Seeing updates / content from your fav brands

Instagram 

1. Seeing what’s trending / being talked about
2. Supporting / connecting with good causes
3. Seeing updates / content from your fav brands

Twitter  
1. Following Celebs / Influencers 
2. Posting about your life 
3. Seeing updates / content from your Fav brands

Tiktok

1. Work-related networking and research
2. Supporting / connecting with good causes
3. Making new contacts 

Linkedin
1. Finding like minded communities / interest 

groups
2. Finding content (e.g. articles, videos, memes) 
3. Watching Livestreams 

Reddit  

1. Following celebrities or influencers 
2. Avoiding missing out on things 
3. Seeing what’s trending being talked about

Snapchat  Pinterest  
1. Finding inspiration for things (products / services) 
2. Updates and content from brands 
3. Products to purchase 

GWI: Actions which index highest for each platform: All Adults 16-64 

User Behaviour, 
across each 
platform will help 
identify best 
ways to connect 
and activate your 
brand



PLOT OUT YOUR CHANNEL ECOSYSTEM 

User 
Behaviour

Best 
Connection

KPI’s

Create, Interact, 
Self Publish

Create standout 
at campaign 
launches

Video creative, 
native to platform

Views, 
Engagement 

Campaign 
platforms

Secondary  
platforms

Role

Staying up to date with 
friends and 
entertainment 

Creative 
Considerations

Platform 
Type 

Short form 
interactive video

Visual Inspiration & 
Discovery leading to 
promoting product 
use 

Visual vison board used 
when planning life 
events 

Through Pictures 
and  #tags 

Ad formats that live 
natively, do not disrupt, 
infographics 

Reach, 
Engagement  

This is our engagement 
platform, create UGC,
Community Creation 

#tags and stories, 
connect on newsfeed 
over grid 

Short form video, Visual, 
clean consistent 
imagery, native features

Pages likes, Brand 
mentions, Engagement 
with content 

Primary
platform

Primary
platform

Following interest 
based people and 
activities, 

Mass reach for the 
broad ranges of 
content against specific 
audience segments

Short form Video, Live 
stream

Short video formats, 
clear imagery avoiding 
text

Reach, video views

3. Platforms



4. CREATIVE FORMATS 

Facebook & Instagram ad types

Video Link Ad Image Link Ad Carousel Ad Story Ad Collection ad 



4. CREATIVE FORMATS 

Twitter ad types

Video website 
card

Image website 

card
Carousel Ad

First view 

Promoted Trend



4. CREATIVE FORMATS 

Pinterest ad types 

Image/ Video Ad Carousel Ad Collection ad 



TopView TopView Lite In-Feed ODM In-Feed
Auction campaign

4. CREATIVE FORMATS 

TIKTOK ad types 



10 KEY PRINCIPLES FOR ALL SOCIAL CAMPAIGNS

1. Plan to objective not creative e.g. (awareness, conversion)
2. Campaigns should be grouped by KPI, e.g. Reach, video views, page lands, 

sales
3. Use a bank of creative to run in rotation (minimum 3 ads per adset)
4. Run multiple creatives across different ad-formats 
5. Always be testing out new formats (image, video gif poll)
6. Keep it simple, One clean Message or benefit 
7. Video length to be kept short, Max 15 seconds
8. Create for sound off environments
9. Lean into native functionality of the platforms (trends, ask me anything, 

emoji, day in the life)
10. Invest in good quality creative and paid promotion 



Ikea Case study Close the sale gap between AV and 
purchase 

Ikea had undertaken an AFP called Home 
Rescue to strengthen brand in Irish market. It 
now wanted to see how it could use social to 
promote the program but also make it 
shoppable. 

1,500 
Website Sales 

1.15m 
Unique Reach  

21.9%  
VTR  

20K  
Traffic to site  



Key Takeouts
Every single interaction that someone 
has with your brand has the ability to 
lead to a transaction, make it shoppable

Start with your objectives 

Need to be really clear on 

what you want to achieve, this 

informs everything, without a 

clear objective you have no 

rigor in your plan

Get to know your community 

To create impact you need to 

be authentic, genuine and add 

value, otherwise you will just 

be wallpaper 

Invest in your content 

Both in development and 

amplification, Social should 

not be deemed as a cheap 

alternative magna 



Thank you.


